PERSPECTIVE
Access to Stem Cells and Data: Persons, Property Rights, and Scientific Progress Debra J. H. Mathews, 1 * Gregory D. Graff, 2 Krishanu Saha, 3 David E. Winickoff 4 Many fields have struggled to develop strategies, policies, or structures to optimally manage data, materials, and intellectual property rights (IPRs). There is growing recognition that the field of stem cell science, in part because of its complex IPRs landscape and the importance of cell line collections, may require collective action to facilitate basic and translational research. Access to pluripotent stem cell lines and the information associated with them is critical to the progress of stem cell science, but simple notions of access are substantially complicated by shifting boundaries between what is considered information versus material, person versus artifact, and private property versus the public domain.
A ccess to data and materials is critical to the progress of science generally (1-3), but plays a particularly important role in stem cell science. In the field of pluripotent stem cell research, data and information associated with cell lines are essential to their utility and management. A number of factors currently limit the sharing of data and materials in the field, including strategic behavior of individual scientists, ethical intricacies in using human cell lines, and a complex landscape of intellectual property rights (IPRs). Efforts to manage property relations and develop an accountable system of stewardship to handle the ethical and legal obligations to materials donors could help ameliorate these obstacles, benefiting academic and industry scientists and promoting both basic and translational research.
Difficulties in procuring and managing human cells arise because they are increasingly transcending three distinctions drawn in ethics, law, and common practice-distinctions between information and materials, persons and artifacts, and private property and the public domain (Fig. 1) . Some allowance for blurring between and across these conventional distinctions can be useful and productive for science, but it also creates substantial challenges. For example, a cell line is much richer as a research tool by virtue of its connection to an individual human, but that connection also raises privacy concerns if the tool is shared.
Work to Date, Work to Do
Other research communities in the life sciences have experienced problems similar to those outlined above, and some have addressed them through new institutions such as public DNA sequence databases, tissue banks, and mouse repositories (3). Within stem cell science, there are important efforts under way to improve access to both cell lines and associated information [e.g., UK Stem Cell Bank, European Human Embryonic Stem Cell Registry (hESCreg)] (4). However, these efforts struggle to keep pace with evolving data requirements and the proliferation of new induced pluripotent stem cell lines and do not provide all of the information about cell lines that scientists may need. Existing banks and repositories also suffer unnecessary overlap and duplication of effort and lack interoperability, limiting their utility to scientists (3, 5, 6) .
For example, a recently issued statement by the Hinxton Group (7) notes that problems with access are twofold, involving access both to cell lines themselves and to critical information about those lines, including technical, provenance, and IPRs characteristics. They note, "… many cell lines are being derived and characterized, though not all lines are being published in the literature, even in the academic sector. Furthermore, useful cell lines created from human materials (especially those created with public funds) and their associated data should be distributed and used widely, constrained only by the wishes of the materials' donors" (7) . In addition, the statement observes that we currently have "a situation in which even a diligent stem cell researcher or entity that wishes to respect IPRs will face considerable uncertainty and enormous costs if they try to survey the IPRs landscape" (7) . To address these concerns, the Hinxton Group recommended developing publicly available electronic hubs for accessing a range of relevant data linked to individual stem cell lines. The vision is to coordinate existing resources-including the UK Stem Cell Bank, the NIH Human Embryonic Stem Cell Registry, the International Stem Cell Registry at the University of Massachusetts, the European Human Embryonic Stem Cell Registry, and the International Stem Cell Banking Initiativetogether with the patent landscaping efforts of the Japan Patent Office and the UK Intellectual Property Office, and academic efforts such as the Stanford Program on Stem Cells in Society (7) .
When designing resources to facilitate access to information and materials, careful thought must be given to the kinds of data needed and how coexistence of different categories of data may influence a resource's utility. Public provision of some kinds of data (e.g., identifying patient information, and proprietary information) would create substantial ethical and economic concerns; proper provision will require creative solutions to both legal and technical challenges.
The three crucial boundaries-between information and materials; persons and artifacts; and private property and the public domain-have become highly dynamic, shifting relative to one another as the field advances. If the task of developing common material and data resources is conceptualized as one of facilitating and managing these three dualisms, it may help explain why existing resources have had difficulty gaining traction. Such a perspective also highlights the kind of functions these resources must perform to be really useful. The challenge is to allow productive blurring between these categories (e.g., tight connections between information and material), while maintaining critical boundaries (e.g., protecting donor privacy). Any successful architecture must manage these tensions capably.
Information Versus Materials
Today, a strong and durable cut between what constitutes "data" and what constitutes "materials" cannot be easily made. For example, the recent federal court decision invalidating a patent to Myriad Genetics on a gene associated with breast cancer (8) found that the informational nature of DNA, not its "physical embodiment," was more meaningful in considering the validity of Myriad's patent. With DNA, productive use of the material is, today, inextricably linked to the information it embodies. A similar principle can be applied to human cell lines. Technical data (e.g., derivation, culture history, genetic and epigenetic characteristics), donor information (e.g., provenance, medical history, family history), and ownership information [e.g., IPR, Material Transfer Agreements (MTAs), contract conditions] together determine the utility of a cell line. For example, if a donor has, through an informed-consent document, agreed just to a limited set of uses of their cells, that information must always accompany those cells and govern their use. Furthermore, since the cells are alive, what a particular cell line "is" today may be different from what it "is" at a different point in the future. Although a cell line does not change categorically (it's the same cell line), it does change qualitatively (e.g., at the genetic or epigenetic level), and those simultaneous changes in material and data are real, significant, and inextricably linked. Other associated information may also changesuch as medical events experienced by the donor or changes in ownership rights relevant to the line-and may affect the utility of that line. For example, noting that a donor responded to a particular small-molecule therapy could make the corresponding cell line useful for genetic and biochemical studies on mechanism of action.
Persons Versus Artifacts
The connection to human donors complicates how we regard human cell lines. The lines are simultaneously human-made research tools and entities derived from individual human beings. The cells containing a donor's complete genome, and information critical to the use of the artifact, or discovered in the course of work with that artifact, will constitute information about that person. Furthermore, for disease-specific pluripotent cell lines, clinical and phenotypic information about the materials donor is increasingly collected. For all cell lines, provenance information is only of interest because informed-consent documents outline researchers' contractual obligations to the donor as a legal person.
Recent cases make it clear that what happens to human research materials, especially "immortalized cell lines," can be deeply meaningful to those from whom the materials have come. A recent book about Henrietta Lacks (9) and the creation of the HeLa cell line has spurred new discussions about informed consent, commercial use, and, importantly, the continuity between human research subjects and the cells derived from their bodies. Similar issues were raised in a dispute between the Havasupai tribe and Arizona State University, in which tribal members alleged that blood samples were used in genetic studies for which they had not given permission (10) .
Researchers currently protect confidentiality of donors' data by one of two methods: anonymization, where identity is irreversibly severed from the material to prevent any future re-identification; or de-identification, where coded and linked identifying information is retained separately from the material. As the paradigm of single-center cell banking is increasingly replaced by multisite arrangements involving institutions across many jurisdictions, there are concerns that these confidentiality practices may be insufficient (5) , and that the melding of persons and artifacts may lead to unprecedented violations of privacy and consent (11). Private Property Versus Public Domain Following trends seen elsewhere in the sciences, stem cell researchers-and the companies or universities for which they work-are increasingly taking private ownership of early-stage technologies, including cell lines, genes, and associated data (Fig. 2) . Simultaneously, researchers in the field draw upon a common repository of knowledge and technologies considered to be in the public domain. However, the boundary demarcating what is public from what is private has become fluid and ill defined.
In theory, that which is in the public domain is defined by the absence of private legal claims of ownership and control. Thus, to the extent that private property is not clearly demarcated, the public domain is left ill defined. In stem cell science, the landscape of IPRs is complex, and its boundaries fuzzy. IPRs are not uniformly recognized, registered, or enforced globally: A technology may be closely held by a private owner in one country and effectively left in the public domain in others. Different, inseparable aspects of a technology may be subject to separate property claims; for example, patents could cover both the process to create pluripotent cells and the reagents necessary to do so. Moreover, multiple, narrow claims over interdependent aspects (or uses) of given technologies can create dense thickets of ownership claims that are costly to negotiate and transact.
This can be particularly problematic when information and materials are inseparable, as for a given technology, they and their uses may be protected separately-even by different types of property right. Materials may be owned as physical property. Methods of derivation or propagation may be patented. Associated information may simply be held as confidential or maintained in a private database.
The complexity of IPRs claims can also be compounded by the person-artifact dualism that characterizes human cell lines. For, in addition to any third-party IPRs claims over a cell line, methods associated with its derivation, or uses of it as an artifact, the donor may have legitimate personal property claims over the cells or their use, as well as privacy rights over associated information.
Full information and well-defined property rights are necessary conditions for markets to function efficiently. Without these conditions met in the market for stem cell technologies, search costs, transaction costs, and risk are imposed and detract from the incentives that IPRs are intended to provide. What is needed is as reliable information as possible on where stem cell-related IPRs have and have not been claimed, held valid, and remain in force. This will, moreover, enhance the reliability of the public domain.
A Promising Start
The proposed information and materials hubs for stem cell research (7) may be a solution. Such hubs could improve access to data and materials generally and serve a gate-keeping function for access to various stakeholders, being mindful of ethics and IPRs concerns and providing a solution for mediating the complex and blurred distinctions described above.
The construction of such a resource could begin with developing a centralized portal for access to existing resources, one that aggregates key data characterizing their available materials. Additional features, such as IPRs information, and provenance and consent characteristics, could be added as funding becomes available to support the necessary programming and database research. The integration of these kinds of information would produce the greatest value-added to the community (12) . Critical to the success of such a resource are commitments from the members of the scientific community to contribute to and curate the information in the resource, and from funding agencies to support the work.
There are substantial challenges in developing such a hub, however, including who will fund it, who will do the work, what the resource will look like, where it will reside administratively, and how the various blurred distinctions will be facilitated and managed in practice. We need to think critically about the design of data architectures to provide gate-keeping functions for access by various stakeholders, such as where restrictions on use or existing IPRs require formal negotiations and legal agreements. Expertise needs to be developed across these domains, with fresh thinking about the dualisms and how to manage them. Further research may be needed to learn how potential donors view their tissues, their relationship to those tissues following donation, and their own rights relative to third-party IPRs claims over those tissues.
These issues are increasingly prevalent across biomedical science, including biobanking, genetics and genomics, and personalized medicine. Community resources of this sort are emerging as necessary infrastructure of the scientific enterprise, no longer an aberration or exception to the rule, but rather the way research communities must function to move forward. 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 331 11 FEBRUARY 2011
